Unionism in the health care industry: an overview.
Block profiles the two unions that are the most active in organizing non-nurse health care employees: the National Hospital Union (NHU) and the Service Employees International Union (SEIU). The two international unions present a contrast in structure and ideology. The SEIU is a truly international, decentralized union, whereas NHU is a far more centralized affiliate. As an international union, SEIU characterizes, taxes, and disciplines locals. Its decentralized strategy has been to permit locals to do the bulk of the organizing and collective bargaining, while the national union merely coordinates and offers financial and technical support. Conversely, NHU is an affiliate of the retail, wholesale, and department store union, deriving authority from, paying tax to, and subject to discipline by the parent organization. Its centralized approach has been for national officers to determine when a district will be created and what its jurisdiction will be. The structural differences of the two unions can be traced to their respective histories. As an old-line AFL union, SEIU had an existing structure of independent local unions that operated in health care as they did in other industries. NHU, however, originated as a union of drug store employees and its structure evolved over time. Membership growth and geographic expansion elevated it beyond the status of a local into a division with its own districts. The unions also diverge in their ideology; SEIU takes a more traditional business union approach to collective bargaining and unionism, while NHU is oriented to social welfare, involving itself in more than the work aspect of members' lives. These differences again can be attributed to contrasting histories of the old-line SEIU and the more radical NHU. The authors emphasize that unions are not homogeneous entities but organizations that respond to a similar environment as a result of their respective structures and histories.